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Wow vanilla engineering lvl guide

This classic WoW engineering leveling guide will show you the fastest and easiest way to level your engineering prowess from 1 to 300. Engineering is best combined with mining, if you equate engineering and mining together you will save a lot of gold. Check out my Classic WoW Mining Leveling Guide 1-300 if you
want to level mining. If you don't have mining, you'll have to buy everything from the auction house. If you still level your character or have just started a new alto, I recommend using Zygor's 1-60 Leveling Guide. The guide is located in a small window on the main screen of the game. All the details you need to complete
the search are included. Engineering Guide Sections: Approximate Materials Required: Classic WoW Engineering Trainer Location You can learn Classic Engineering from any of these NDCs below, but you need to reach level 5 before you learn it. Just click on any of these links below to see the exact location of the
trainer. You can also walk to a security guard in any city and ask where the engineering coach is, and then it will be red-flagged on your map. I recommend starting at Orgrimmar or Ironforge as you can also train Professional Engineering there so you can stay in one place until you reach 200. Trainers in other major
cities will only teach you Journeyman recipes, so you'll have to go to Orgrimmar or Ironforge anyway. Horde Coaches: Alliance Coaches: Neutral Coaches: Tinkerwiz at Barrens. Leveling Classic Engineering Buy Kovac hammer from Kovac supply supplier, it is usually near your trainer. (or any supplier of general
/merchandise) 1 - 30 60 x Rough Blasting Powder - 60 Rough Stone You may even reach 40 with this recipe. You'll need 60 Rough Blasting Powder later, so keep them. 50 - 51 1 x Arclight Spanner - 6 Copper Bar You will use this to create engineering recipes so keep it. 51 - 75 30 x Coarse copper bomb - 30 Copper
rods, 30 Handfuls of copper screws, 60 Coarse blasting powder, 30 Linen Fabric Journeyman Engineering (75 - 135) Engineering after 75 you can only train if you learn Journeyman Engineering. Not every engineering coach will teach you this skill, you need to find an expert engineer. (Requires level 10) Journeyman
Engineering can learn from these NDCs below: Hordes of Trainers: Franklin Lloyd in Undercity. Nogg in Orgrimmar. Alliance coaches: Trixie Quikswitch at Ironforge. Lilliam Sparkspindle in Stormwind City. 75 - 90 60 x Coarse blasting powder - 60 Coarse stone Beware of them. 90 - 100 20 x Coarse dynamite - 60 Coarse
blasting powder, 20 Linen fabric 105 - 125 25 x Bronze tube - 50 Bronze bar, 25 Weak stream of weak flow are sold by engineering supply suppliers near your trainer. Professional Engineering (135 - 200) You can train engineering after 150 if you learn Professional Engineering. Not every engineering coach will teach
you this skill, you need to find Craftsmen. (Requires level 20) Professional engineering can be learned from Roxxik in Orgrimmar or from Springspindle Springspindle ironforge. 150 - 160 15 x Bronze frame - 30 Bronze bar, 15 Medium leather, 15 Wool fabric Beware and this. By making them now, you might get a lot
further - probably towards 160, then stop doing these and just do more when you'll need it. 160 -175 15 x Explosive sheep - 30 Heavy Blasting Powder, 15 Whirring Bronze Gizmo, 15 Bronze Framework, 30 Wool Cloth Keep 5 of them, you may need it if you choose Goblin Engineering at 200. 175 -176 1 x Gyromatic
Micro-Adjustor - 4 Steel Bar Beware of this, you will need to make some engineering recipes. 195 - 200 7 x Mithril Tube - 21 Mithril Bar Stop doing them when you get to 200. Hold 6 Mithril tubes, as you may need it if you choose Gnomish Engineering at 200. Artisan Engineering (200 - 300) You can only train
engineering after 225 if you learn Artisan Engineering. Not every engineering coach will teach you this skill, you need to find a master engineer. You can learn Artisan Engineering from Buzzek Bracketswing in Tanaris on Gadgetzan. (He's standing in front of the inn, on the left, near the mailbox.) You have to be at level
35 or higher otherwise they will tell you that you do not have the required level. Engineering has the ability at skill level 200 to specialize in Gnomish Engineer or Goblin Engineer. Some items require a certain specialization to use, while other items are made by one specialization, but can be used by any engineer.
Fortunately, most recipes made by one specialization can carry both. Full list of recipes: Goblin Engineering Schematic Gnome Engineering Schematic You can start the search for Goblin and Gnome engineering from Tinkerwiz in Barrens, Rachet. You need to be level 30 to start these tasks 200 - 216 20 x Unstable
Trigger - 20 Mithril Bar, 20 Mageweave Fabric, 20 Solid Blasting Powder Save These. 215 - 238 40 x Mithril Casing - 120 Mithril Bar Save them. 238 - 250 20 x Hi-Explosive Bomb - 40 Mithril Casings, 20 Unstable Trigger, 40 Solid Blasting Powder 260 - 285 35 x Thorium Widget - 105 Thorium Bar, 35 Runecloth Recipe
is sold by Gearcutter Cogspinner in Ironforge and Sovik in Orgrimmar. It'll be yellow for the last few points, so you might not get to 285. But you can take the next step. (you need to make a little more than the following recipe) I hope you liked this Classic Engineering directing guide, congratulations on reaching 300! This
engineering leveling guide will show you the fastest way to level your engineering prowess from 1 to 300 as cheaply as possible. Occupation skills are now divided between expansions, you will have a separate skill bar for each expansion. This guide is for Vanilla Engineering Skill in the current retail version of World of
Warcraft. I have a separate guide to Classic WoW, so if that's what you're looking for, visit my WoW Classic Engineering Leveling Guide. Often the materials are based on the case that you will get one point of skill each This isn't going to happen, so you will. you want. buy a few additional materials while leveling your
engineering. I recommend using Zygor's 1-60 leveling guide if you're still leveling your character or you've just started a new alto. The guide is located in a small window on the main screen of the game. All the details you need to complete tasks are included. You'll never have to go back to the site or even the main card
in the game to see where you have to go or what's next. And if you have a little gold, I recommend trying this Guide to Making Gold, it can help you make a lot of gold. Approximate materials Required engineering trainers You can learn engineering from one of the trainers in the capitals of old Azeroth. If you're having

trouble finding a trainer, just walk up to the guards in any major city and ask where the mechanical engineering coach is. If you ask the guard, you'll put a red mark on the card as a coach. Horde Trainers: Alliance Trainers: Engineering Tools You will need some kind of tools to create most engineering subjects. These
tools are: To save a little space for bags, I recommend getting a Gnomish Army knife. It replaces all these tools, so you only have to carry one item with you. The Gnomic Army Knife also replaces Jeweler's Kit, Virtuoso Inking Set, Runed Copper Rod, so if you have any of these in your inventory, you can throw it out.
Where to acquire Gnomish Army Leveling Engineering Gnome characters have +15 Engineering skill due to their passive engineering specialization. An extra 15 Engineering skills mean recipes stay orange 15 points longer, so you can save a lot of gold by doing lower-level recipes for another 15 points. Occupation skills
are divided between expansions now at WoW retail, you'll have a separate skill bar for each expansion. This guide is for Vanilla Engineering Skill in the current retail version of World of Warcraft. Visit my Classic WoW Engineering Leveling Guide 1-300 if you're looking for a Classic WoW guide. 1 - 100 1 - 30 60 x Rough
Blasting Powder - 60 Rough Stone You may even reach 40 with this recipe. You'll need 60 Rough Blasting Powder later, so keep them. 30 - 50 30 x Handful of copper screws - 30 Copper Bar Buy Kovac's hammer from an engineering or blacksmith supply supplier, they are usually near an engineering or blacksmith's
trainer. (You don't need this if you already have a Gnome Army knife) You will need about 30 handfuls of copper screws later, so keep them. 50 - 75 30 x Coarse copper bomb - 60 Coarse blasting powder, 30 Handfuls of copper screws make an arclight spanner between 50-70 and keep it as you will need it later. (You
don't need that if you already have a Gnomish Army Knife) 90 - 100 20 x Coarse Dynamite - 20 Coarse Blasting Powder, 20 Linen Fabric 100 - 160 100 - 113 13 x Clockwork Box - 39 Bronze Bar 113 - 125 Use the clockwork box you made. 125 - 130 1 x Flying Tiger Glasses - 8 Bronze Bar, 2 Tigerseye 150 - 160 15 x
Bronze Frame - 30 Bronze Bar, 15 Skin, 15 Vunena fabric fabric and these. (you will probably get more than 10 points here) 160 - 216 160 - 175 15 x Explosive sheep - 30 Heavy Blasting Powder, 15 Whirring Bronze Gizmo, 15 Bronze Framework, 30 Wool Cloth Keep 5 of them, you may need it if you choose Goblin
Engineering at 200. 175 - 176 1 x Gyromatic Micro-Adjustor - 4 Steel Bar You will need this tool for some recipes. (You don't need this if you already have a Gnomish Army Knife) 195 - 200 7 x Mithril Tube - 21 Mithril Bar Stop doing them when you get to 200, and keep 6 of them, as you may need to select Gnomish
Engineering at 200. Make a few iron grenades if you haven't reached 260. Engineering has the ability at the skill level of 200 to specialize in Gnomish or Goblin Engineering. You can get assignments from your engineering coach. The main difference between both sides is the location of their transporters and the ability
of their trifles. Some items require a certain specialization to use, while other items are made by one specialization, but can be used by any engineer. Fortunately, most recipes made by one specialization can carry both. 200 - 216 20 x Unstable trigger - 20 Mithril Bar, 20 Mageweave Fabric, 20 Solid blasting powder You
will need later. 216 - 300 216 - 238 40 x Mithril Casing - 120 Mithril Bar You will need later. 238 - 250 20 x Hi-explosive bomb - 40 Mithril Casings, 20 Unstable Trigger, 40 Solid Blasting Powder You will probably reach 255. 260 - 285 25 x Thorium Widget - 75 Thorium Bar, 25 Runecloth This recipe will be yellow for the
last few points, so you may not get to 285. But you can take the next step. (you need to make a little more of the following recipe) 285 - 300 20 x Thorium Tube - 120 Thorium Bar This will be green for the last 3 points, so you may have to make more. I hope you liked this guide to leveling engineering, congratulations on
reaching 300! (Back to the top) At the top)
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